Pathology Simplified: A Quick Review for Examination Preparation is a joint Indo-US book in hybrid mode (print and online supplement) based on well-vetted and carefully selected high-yield topics that are often asked in various exams.

- **Question and answer format**: This user-friendly format of short questions and brief answers replicates the actual exams and contains many questions from previous exams, accompanied by succinct answers.
- **Illustrations**: The book is profusely illustrated with over 500 labelled line-sketches of gross and microscopy of specimens/slides, schematic drawings and photographs.
- **Tables**: The book contains approximately 200 tables that include comparative features of closely resembling conditions, important classifications and listing of salient features.
- **Online learning resources**: The electronic supplement to the book includes approximately 1,200 high-yield questions (MCQs, clinicopathologic vignettes and figure-based questions), followed by corresponding answers and brief explanatory notes for the correct answers, as well as a full rationale for all other answer options.
- **Self-assessment**: Users have the facility for attempting online questions and knowing the score, followed by correct answers with explanatory notes.

- **READERSHIP**: This compact but comprehensive and all-inclusive package at reasonable cost is primarily targeted at recent medical school graduates to help them revisit Pathology and learn it quickly for qualifying exam or for licensing exam.
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